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Abstract
As emojis are widely used in social media,
people not only use an emoji to express
their emotions or mention things but also
extend its usage to represent complicate
emotions, concepts or activities by com-
bining multiple emojis. In this work, we
study how emoji combination, a consecu-
tive emoji sequence, is used like a new lan-
guage. We propose a novel algorithm called
Retrieval Strategy to predict what emoji
combination follows given a short text as
context. Our algorithm treats emoji combi-
nations as phrase in language, ranking sets
of emoji combinations like retrieving words
from dictionary. We show that our algo-
rithm largely improves the F1 score from
0.141 to 0.204 on emoji combination pre-
diction task.
1 Introduction
Emojis are very popular and widely used in large so-
cial media platforms like Twitter, Facebook and In-
stagram. These visual symbols can be used to convey
emotions and underlying information and strength-
ened its power by combining multiple ones (Figure
1). In Natural Language Processing (NLP) perspec-
tive, they provide extra information for the semantics
of sentences.
Figure 1: Emoji combination use cases
Recent work [2] has shown that textual information
can be used to predict single emoji associated to text.
[3] further extended the emoji prediction task to 300
emoji classes and used a multi-task approach, pre-
dicting emojis and emoji categories to improve pre-
diction accuracy. In this paper, we extend the single
emoji prediction task to a setup much closer to real
world usage. First, we extend emoji classes to pre-
dict to 500, which cover 95% of emoji usage. Second,
we predict multiple emojis for a given text since in
real world user often use multiple emojis.
There is huge variation in people’s usage of emoji.
It could have many different but reasonable target
emojis conditions on the same textual input which
increases the difficulty of predicting. This problem
becomes more critical in the multiple emojis task
when possible candidates increase exponentially by
combining multiple emojis. To tackle this difficult
problem, we propose a state of the art classification
NLP model to predict the emojis from a Twitter mes-
sage. This model is based on BERT [6] with retrieval
strategy we proposed.
2 Related Works
Previous works on emoji prediction focus on predict-
ing single emoji by textual inputs. This is done by
modeling the input text into a sentiment represent
and predicting only popular emojis. The model ar-
chitecture includes SVM, LSTM and LSTM with at-
tention have been explored [2, 9, 4].
The recent approaches add other input modalities
and predict target base on this setting. [1, 5] con-
sider both textual and visual inputs and build a mul-
timodal emoji prediction. [3] uses both emojis and
emoji categories from keyboard session as predict-
ing targets to train a multi-task model and further
increases the emoji labels to 300 which is closer to
practical usage.
Our task setting is most similar to [3], which uses
only text input. The difference is in targets, we use
multiple emojis other than single emoji. This target
setting is more closer to the real world use case.
3 Dataset and Task
In this work we retrieved 10 million tweets with
emojis in text from Twitter. Tweets is restricted to
have geo-location in the United States of America
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Figure 2: 500 emoji classes in this work
and written in English. In the preprocessing stage,
we removed all hyperlinks, mentions and hashtags
from tweet. Also we normalize emoji by removing
skin tone modifier to focus on meaning of emoji. To
build the dataset, whose sample consists of a pair
of textual context (feature) and emoji combination
(target), we process Tweets as follow: (1) Select
tweets include emojis in the 500 most frequent ones
(2) Find consecutive sequence emojis as target and
all text before it including emojis as textual context
and (3) Keep only samples with targets included
one to three emojis. In the end, we collect a final
dataset contained about 9 million samples.
4 Method
In this Section, we describe our method to predict
emoji combination given a textual context. The
method consists of two parts: (1) A model to predict
probability of emojis given a textual context and
(2) a strategy to consume probability and generate
final emoji combination.
4.1 Emoji Prediction Model: BERT
BERT is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer
encoder based on the original implementation
described in [8]. It obtains state-of-the-art results
on NLP benchmark GLUE. We follow the training
procedure described in paper with pre-training stage
and fine-tuning stage.
Pre-training: In the pre-training stage, there
are two differences between our model and the
original BERT model. The first one is training data.
Instead of using huge corpus like Wikipedia, we
only use corpus from Twitter to learn a language
model because we want the language model to be
more related to twitter usage and restriction of
computation resource.
The second difference is that we only use Masked
LM as pre-training target, because it is hard to
determine next sentence between tweets and most
tweets contain only one sentence. In model archi-
tecture, we use not only word level embedding and
also character level embedding in order to capture
meaning of out of vocabulary words since tweets
contain lots of new words and misspellings.
Fine-tuning: In the fine-tuning stage, we select
first time step vector in output sequence as input text
representation like original BERT. The objective of
emoji combination task is similar to language mod-
eling to maximize following conditional probability:
P (Y |W ) = P (y0|W )
n∏
i=1
P (yi|W, y0, ..., yi−1) (1)
Where W is the input text, Y is emoji combination
and yi is an individual emoji in Y . Because our task
selects emoji combination with size between one to
three and ease of computation, we approximate the
n-gram conditional probability by using the following
unigram models:
P (Y |W ) ≈
n∏
i=0
P (yi|W ) (2)
We apply softmax on the model output to compute
the probability distribution and minimize the cross-
entropy between prediction and label distribution to
maximize the log-likelihood of
∏
P (yi|W ).
4.2 Retrieval Strategy
The naive way to produce emoji combination from
probability distribution is picking top ones and find-
ing a good threshold to produce emoji combination
with variable length. However, this strategy tends
to predict common emojis and produce unreasonable
combinations, resulting bad performance. Moreover,
the ordering of emoji combination can’t be carefully
modeled, hence visual meaning lost. To tackle this
problem, we treat emoji as a language: taking emoji
as word then emoji combination naturally becomes
phrase. Instead of predicting emoji combination di-
rectly, we use retrieve strategy to rank the existed
emoji combinations which are mined from corpus. In
other word, we predict the emoji combination from
a collection like predicting phrase from a dictionary.
The ranking score we used is cross-entropy between
the emoji combination candidate and the prediction
probability distribution:
Sj = −
∑
i
Candidatej(yi) logP (yi|W ) (3)
Where Sj is the ranking score, Candidatej(yi) is
emoji distribution of yi in candidate j, P (yi|W ) is
the model prediction for emoji distribution. Because
of the approximation we used in Eq.2, emoji com-
bination with the same emoji set but different or-
derings would have the same ranking score. We use
frequency of emoji combination in training data to
break a tie. As a result, our method can produce
meaningful emoji combination contains rare emojis.
5 Experiment
To evaluate the quality of emoji combination pre-
diction, we randomly select 10000 samples from the
Twitter dataset for testing and use precision, recall
and F1 score as evaluation metrics. We compared the
emoji combination prediction task with three com-
bination strategies: Naive Top-3: Select first three
emojis with top probability, Greedy Top-3: Select
emojis with top probability greedily until cumulative
probability reaches threshold or size exceeds three
and Retrieval Strategy described in section 4.2.
In Retrieval Strategy, we use Eq.3 to rank 30k
most frequently used emojis in dataset and add an
emoji size penalty to trade off between recall and
precision.
For data preprocessing, we simply use whitespace as
separator for processing input text and treat each
emoji in input text as a word token. The emoji
is normalized by cleaning the different skin tones
and only used which is in 1Unicode Full Emoji List
v11.0. In this work, the emoji prediction model
has smaller architecture than BERT base model to
save computation power. We denote Transformer
blocks as L, hidden size as H and self-attention
heads as A. The model size is: L=10, H=256,
A=4, feed-forward/filters=3H and the maximum se-
quences length is 24 tokens.
1https://unicode.org/emoji/charts/full-emoji-list.html
Table 1: Combination strategies evaluation results
on test dataset. The higher threshold for Greedy
Top-3 results in higher recall but lower precision.
The penalty in Retrieval strategy penalizes less emoji
number in combination. Fewer emoji in combination
results bigger penalizing. The highest F1 is Retrieval
Strategy with penalty at 0.3.
Combination recall precision F1
Strategy (%) (%) (×100)
Naive Top-3 29.4 9.3 14.1
Greedy Top-3 thr=0.4 28.0 13.4 18.1
Greedy Top-3 thr=0.3 25.6 14.5 18.5
Greedy Top-3 thr=0.2 21.4 16.0 18.3
Retrieval 18.6 22.5 20.4
Retrieval pen=0.2 24.3 21.9 23.0
Retrieval pen=0.3 26.6 21.2 23.6
Retrieval pen=0.4 28.3 20.1 23.5
In the pre-training stage, the training sequence is
generated from all 10M tweets mention in Section
3. We train with batch size of 64 sequences for
1,500,000 steps, which is approximately 10 epochs
over the 10M tweets data. We set hyperparameters,
including Adam, L2 weight decay, linear decay of
learning rate, dropout and activation function the
same as the original BERT model.
In the fine-tuning stage, we take the first time step of
transformer output sequence and denote this vector
as C ∈ RH . In order to calculate label probabil-
ity, we add a fully-connection layer with parameters
W ∈ RK×H and b ∈ RK , where K is the number
type of emojis which in our case is 500. The label
probabilities P ∈ RK are computed with a standard
softmax, P = softmax(CWT +b). The training set-
ting is batch size 64, Adam learning rate 5e-5 and
train for 5 epochs. We also add a weighted object
Mask LM from pre-trained as auxiliary object like
OpenAI GPT [7].
The comparison result of combination strategies is
listed in Table 1. All strategies use the same emoji
prediction model weights and only different in the
combination strategy which processes emoji proba-
bility from the same model.
We add a value for compromising between recall and
precision for both strategies. The highest F1 score is
between the most balance recall and precision. The
result shows our retrieval algorithm largely improved
the F1 score in emoji combination prediction task.
6 Conclusion
As emojis getting widely used in social media, peo-
ple are continuing inventing new emoji combinations
to express different meanings. The emoji combina-
tions are used more and more like a new language,
constructed in different ordered even with structure
to express new meanings. To tackle the emoji com-
bination prediction problem, we propose a novel al-
gorithm consists of a state-of-the-art language mod-
eling to predict emoji probability distribution and
a retrieval strategy which approximates complex n-
gram model with unigram fashion to produce rea-
sonable emoji combination. We showed that our
method beats other methods on emoji combination
prediction task with large margin. In addition, we
add a penalty in emoji combination scoring by com-
promising between recall and precision for the re-
trieval strategy to further improve F1 score. To our
best knowledge, this is the first work to study emoji
combination and achieve decent result on Twitter
dataset.
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